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This publication is provided for nonresident instruction only.  It reflects the current thought of this school and 
conforms to published Department of the Army doctrine as closely as possible.

Users of this publication are encouraged to recommend changes and submit comments for its improvement.  
Comments should be keyed to the specific page and line of the text to which the change is recommended.  
Reasons will be provided for each comment to ensure understanding and complete evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

As a noncommissioned officer (NCO) serving in career management field (CMF) 55, you must be familiar with 
the records and reports prepared in your shop section.  It will be your job as an NCO to ensure that these records 
and reports are accurately prepared and maintained.  This subcourse is designed to help you with these tasks.

Supplementary Requirements

There are no supplementary requirements in material or personnel for this subcourse.  You will need only this 
book and will work without supervision.

Credit Hours

Ten credit hours will be awarded for the successful completion of this subcourse-a score of at least 75 on the 
end-of-subcourse examination.
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MM4618, Lesson 1

Lesson 1
REVIEW TAMMS RECORDS AND REPORTS

TASK This lesson is based on the following task from STP 9-55B34-SM-TG: 093-397-3006, 
Maintain TAMMS Records/Reports.

OBJECTIVE When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to name the different types of 
records and reports required for operational or nonoperational equipment.

CONDITIONS You will have this subcourse book and will work without supervision.

STANDARD You must score at least 75 on the end-of-subcourse examination that covers this lesson and 
Lessons 2 through 5 (answer 23 of the 30 questions correctly).

The Army must be able to identify what equipment is operational or nonoperational, what equipment is being 
serviced, what services are due, and what equipment is in use.  To do this, the Army maintains records that are a 
part of the Army maintenance management system, better known as TAMMS.  TAMMS records are divided into 
three different categories-operational, maintenance, and historical.

TAMMS records also provide the basis for the material condition status report (DA Form 2406) which feeds 
information to the unit status report (DA Form 2715).

OPERATIONAL RECORDS

Operational records provide information needed to control operator and equipment usage.  Presently, DD 
Form 1970 (Motor Equipment Utilization Record) and DA Form 2401 (Organization Control Record for Equipment) 
are utilized to plan, manage, and fully utilize equipment and personnel.

DD Form 1970

DD Form 1970 (Figure 1-1) is used to control the use of special purpose, combat, tactical and nontactical 
vehicles and equipment, including materiel handling equipment.  It is also used to keep the running time on 
equipment that requires services by running time rather than regularly scheduled services.  Running time is the 
period of operation.

Dispatching is the method by which a commander controls the use of equipment.  However, allowing 
equipment to be used carries with it the responsibility for both the equipment and the operator's safety.  Three 
people are involved when a piece of equipment is dispatched-the dispatcher, the operator, and the user.

For regular dispatches, DD Form 1970 is used until all of the spaces in either the operator or the action 
section have been filled.  For equipment with a single operator, the form normally is used for four separate 
dispatches before it is completed.

If a piece of equipment is under the Army oil analysis program (AOAP), the operator lists any oil added to the 
equipment in the Remarks block of the DD Form 1970.
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Figure 1-1.  DD Form 1970.
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When a DD Form 1970 is returned to the dispatcher and the equipment is under the AOAP program, the 
dispatcher posts any oil added from the Remarks block to the total in the Oil block at the top of the DD Form 
1970.  When a new form is required, the oil total at the top of the old form is entered in the Oil block at the top of 
the new DD Form 1970.  The dispatcher keeps a running total of oil added to an item of equipment until the next 
oil sample is taken.  The date and hour of the next oil sample is found on the equipment identification card and 
the DD Form 314.  When an oil sample is taken, the total in the Oil block of the DD Form 1970 goes back to zero.  
When required locally, a running total of fuel consumption is kept in the same way as the running total for oil
consumption.

The dispatcher posts on the DA Form 2401 the time that the equipment was returned.  The DD Form 1970 for 
the dispatched piece of equipment may then be destroyed unless the equipment is under the AOAP program, 
involved in an accident, or under investigation.  The DD Form 1970 is then kept until the equipment is released by 
the investigator.

DA Form 2401

DA Form 2401 (Figure 1-2) tells who is asking for and using the equipment.  It also tells where the equipment 
is and when it should be returned.

The DA Form 2401 goes into effect at the start of the operational day and may be used for more than one day.  
The dispatcher draws a line through the middle of columns a through m below the last dispatch entry and writes 
the new date on that line.  Line or date entries are not made for days when the equipment is not dispatched.

The dispatcher makes a separate line entry for equipment that is being towed to a location but will not be 
returned with the dispatched equipment.  A separate line entry is not made for equipment that is being towed but 
that will return with the dispatched equipment.  Rather, the dispatcher writes in the Remarks section the 
nomenclature of the equipment and the bumper number or administrative number of the equipment.

DA Form 2401 is destroyed one month after the last entry in column 1 has been closed out.  If an accident or 
unusual situation occurs, the form is kept until it is released by the investigator.

MAINTENANCE RECORDS

Maintenance records are used to control maintenance schedules and services, inspections, and repair 
workloads.  They provide information necessary to report, ask for, and record repair work.  They also are used to 
keep up with the status of equipment for readiness, equipment use, and logistical reports.

DA Form 2404

DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet) (Figure 1-3) is the central record for 
managing and controlling maintenance.  It serves five major purposes.  It is used to record faults found during an 
inspection.  These include operator and organizational preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS), 
maintenance activity inspections, diagnostic checks, and spot checks.  Secondly, it is used to show the results of 
a technical evaluation of a guided missile system.  The third purpose is to record marine condition surveys of 
watercraft.  The form is also used to record deferred maintenance and uncorrected faults.  When used for this 
purpose, the DA Form 2404 is referred to as a deferred maintenance record.  Lastly, it is used to record the 
results of technical inspections of equipment.
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Figure 1-2.  DA Form 2401.
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Figure 1-3.  DA Form 2404.
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The operator performing PMCS on equipment fills out blocks 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 on the DA Form 2404.  Blocks 
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 5, and 8a and columns a, b, and d are left blank until a fault or a part that cannot be repaired or 
replaced is found.  If no faults are found, the operator enters the date of the PMCS in column c and initials column 
e.  Blocks 9 and 10 are filled in according to local policy.

If the operator finds a fault with the equipment that cannot be repaired or if a part is required, he or she 
completes the heading and enters the technical manual item number in column a, the appropriate status code in 
column b, and the deficiency or shortcoming in column c.  If the fault makes the equipment not mission capable 
(NMC), the operator draws a circle around the item number in column a.

When corrective action is taken, the operator explains the action in column d.  The individual who performs the 
repair will initial over the status symbol.  For quality control, the supervisor or a designated individual checks all 
corrected status symbol faults.  The inspector then initials column e.

DA Form 2408-14

The DA Form 2408-14 (Uncorrected Fault Record) (Figure 1-4) is a record of uncorrected faults and deferred 
maintenance actions on equipment.  Deferred maintenance actions are authorized delays for repair or 
maintenance.

Figure 1-4.  DA Form 2408-14.
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Those faults deferred by the commander or a designated representative are transferred from DA Form 2404 to 
DA Form 2408-14.  Although status symbol faults cannot be deferred, they may be downgraded to a circled X, 
and then placed on DA Form 2408-14.  If this action is taken, the words "cleared for limited operations" and the 
specific limits under which the equipment may be operated are printed in column d of DA Form 2404.  If a circled 
X is transferred to DA Form 2408-14, the date the limited operation must end is included on the DA Form 2408-
14.  The ending date for limited operation must be no more than one week from the date of the downgrade action.  
The commander or designated representative then signs block 9a of the DA Form 2404.

DA Form 2405

DA Form 2405 (Maintenance Request Register) (Figure 1-5) provides a record of all job orders received and 
handled by the maintenance activity.  However, it may be used at the unit level as a quality control sheet and as a 
record of the maintenance requests sent to support maintenance.  DA Form 2405 is kept on file for six months 
after the latest date entered in column h and then destroyed.

Figure 1-5.  DA Form 2405.

DA Form 2407

DA Form 2407 (Maintenance Request) (Figure 1-6) serves three purposes.  It is used to request support 
maintenance, to request or report a modification work order (MWO), and to report warranty claims.

DA Form 2407 consists of five copies.  Receipt copy 1 is used as a hand receipt by the unit requesting 
maintenance and is destroyed when the equipment is returned to the unit.  The national maintenance point (NMP) 
copy (copy 2) is used as directed by local command except when an MWO is applied.  When an MWO is applied, 
this copy is sent
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Figure 1-6.  DA Form 2407.
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to the DAMWO sponsoring agency.  Control copy 3 is used as directed by the local command.  Organizational 
copy 4 is the requesting unit's file copy.  This copy is given to the requesting unit when they pick up a piece of 
equipment and turn in receipt copy 1.  The requesting unit keeps copy 4 on file for 90 days after the equipment is 
repaired.  File copy 5 is filed at the maintenance activity for 90 days after the equipment is repaired.

DA Form 2407-1

DA Form 2407-1 (Maintenance Request-Continuation Sheet) (Figure 1-7) is used as a continuation sheet of 
the DA Form 2407.  It is also used to record any parts needed for a job order sent to the support maintenance 
activity.

Figure 1-7.  DA Form 2407-1.
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DD Form 314

The front side of DD Form 314 (Preventive Maintenance Schedule and Record) serves as a record of 
scheduled and performed organizational maintenance, lubrication services, and oil samples (Figure 1-8).  The 
back side of the form is used to record not mission capable (NMC) time at unit and support maintenance.  The 
back side of the form is also used to record odometer and hour meter changes.

Services are scheduled at least one month or one service in advance, whichever is greater.  Completed 
services are shown by inking in the appropriate symbol or symbols and the miles or the hours.  Projected services 
are shown by penciling in the symbol or symbols and the miles or the hours.

The following letters are used to show the type of service scheduled:

T - Any test.
I - Any inspection.
L - Lubrication.
R - Recoil exercise.
W - Weekly service.
M - Monthly (1 month) service.
Q - Quarterly (3 months) service.
S - Semiannual (6 months) service.
A - Annual (1 year) (12 months) service.
E - 18 months service.
B - Biennial (2 years) service.
F - Quadrennial (4 years) service.
H - Tire rotation/inspection.
Z - Oil sampling.

It may not be possible to pull a service when it is scheduled Therefore, a variance is allowed before or after 
the schedule of days, miles, or hours.  These variances are as follows:

 Ten days before or after the scheduled service.

 Ten hours before or after the scheduled service.

 One hundred miles or 100 kilometers before or after the scheduled service.

 A one-day variance for weekly services.

When a service is pulled within the allowable variance, ink in the appropriate symbol and the miles, kilometers, 
or hours on the date it was scheduled.  When a service is completed outside the variance, erase the symbol and 
the miles, kilometers, or hours on the scheduled data.  Ink in the symbol and the miles, kilometers, or hours on 
the actual day the service was completed.  Schedule the next service from the new date.

Symbols are used in the date blocks on the back side of DD Form 314 to record NMC time.  An O represents 
not mission capable maintenance (NMCM) at the unit.  An S placed inside the 0 represents not mission capable 
supply (NMCS) at the unit.  An X represents NMCM at the support level.  The letter S placed over the X
represents the days the equipment is NMCS at the support level.
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Figure 1-8.  DD Form 314.
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HISTORICAL RECORDS

Historical records are permanent forms on the receipt, operation, maintenance, modification, transfer, and 
disposal of individual items of equipment.  Historical records are not maintained on all equipment.  Normally, a 
single piece of equipment will not need all of the historical records described in this subcourse.  Appendix E of DA 
Pam 738-750 contains a listing of equipment and the forms required for each item.

DA Form 2408-4

DA Form 2408-4 (Weapon Record Data) (Figure 1-9) is used to record firings and other information on the 
service life of weapons with cannon or mortar tubes.  By using this record, a unit can tell how many rounds have 
been fired through a weapon system, the estimated remaining life of the tube and the breech ring, and determine 
if the weapon can be fired safely.

At a minimum, active Army units send DA Forms 2408-4 to Watervliet Arsenal, ATTN: SMCWV-QAP, 
Watervliet, NY 12189, on 10 April and 10 October each year as well as when the form is filled.  When starting a 
new DA Form 2408-4, all needed information is brought forward from the old form to the new form.  The DA Form 
2408-4 is also forwarded to Watervliet Arsenal when a weapon is placed in storage, transferred, or turned in.  The 
unit keeps a copy of the DA Form 2408-4 that shows all the data on the form that was sent in.

Figure 1-9.  DA Form 2408-4.
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DA Form 2408-9

DA Form 2408-9 (Equipment Control Record) provides maintenance managers at all levels initial basic 
equipment acceptance and identification information for selected items in the Army inventory.  It also provides a 
means for updating information on ownership, location, usage, transfers, gains, losses, overhaul and rebuild, and 
disposition of equipment.

A DA Form 2408-9 is made out when any condition listed below occurs:

 Acceptance and Registration - A DA Form 2408-9 (Figure 1-10) used as an acceptance and registration report 
is like a birth certificate for a piece of equipment.  Normally, the report is filled out by the agency that accepts 
the equipment into the Army inventory.  This form is used as the source document for data needed to 
complete all other TAMMS forms.

Figure 1-10.  DA Form 2408-9 Filled-Out as an Acceptance and Registration Report.

 Usage - A periodic usage report (DA Form 2408-9) (Figure 1-11) is used to report total miles, kilometers, and 
hours on a piece of equipment.  Usage reports are filled out on different dates-1 August for combat vehicles, 
1 October for nontactical vehicles, and 1 November for tactical vehicles.

 Transfer - A transfer report (DA Form 2408-9) (Figure 1-12) is prepared each time equipment needing a DA 
Form 2408-9 is transferred between parent units, property books, or property accounts.  A DA Form 2408-9 
(report code 1) is filled out by both the losing unit (report code 2) and the gaining unit.
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Figure 1-11.  DA Form 2408-9 Filled-Out as a Usage Report.

Figure 1-12.  DA Form 2408-9 Filled-Out as a Transfer Report.
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 Loss - Send in a loss report (DA Form 2408-9) (Figure 1-13) each time an item requiring a DA Form 2409 is 
lost to the Army inventory.  Losses may be physical or administrative (for example, combat losses, pilferage, 
and theft).  Send in a loss report when an item is integrated into a higher assembly.

Figure 1-13.  DA Form 2408-9 Filled-Out as a Loss Report.

 Gain - A gain report (DA Form 2408-9) (Figure 1-14) covers items that come into the Army inventory from a 
source other than a manufacturer or by local purchase (for example, transfer of equipment from the Air Force 
to the Army).  Send in a gain report on a new item when it is integrated into a higher assembly.  Also, send in 
a gain report on an item taken out of a higher assembly when the item removed requires a DA Form 2408-9.

DA Form 2408-9 is a multi-copy form.  Copy number 1 is sent to the Commander, USAMRSA, ATTN: 
AMXMD-MS, Lexington, KY 40511-5101.  Control copy number 2 is utilized according to local directives.  Log 
book copy 3 is maintained for the various reports as follows:

 Acceptance or gain report - write the words "Permanent log book copy" in block 21 of the report.  Keep these 
forms in a binder that is used to file all of the unit's acceptance and gain reports.  When equipment is 
integrated into a higher assembly, keep only the DA Form 2408-9 on the higher assembly.  Throw out the log 
book copies of DA Form 2408-9 reports on the items that went into making up the higher assembly.
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Figure 1-14.  DA Form 2408-9 Filled-Out as a Gain Report.

 Usage report - Keep the copy of the latest usage report until the next report is sent in.  A copy of the latest 
usage report will go with an item when it is evacuated to depot for overhaul.

 Transfer report - Keep the transfer report until the next transfer action.

DA Form 2408-20

DA Form 2408-20 (Oil Analysis Log) is used as a record of oil samples taken and the lab analysis of these 
samples (Figure 1-15).  If equipment requiring this form is removed from the unit for any reason, the DA Form 
2408-20 will go with the component.  A completed DA Form 2408-20 is kept for six months after the last entry is 
made in column 4.

DA Form 2409

DA Form 2409 (Equipment Maintenance Log [Consolidated]) provides a complete maintenance history of an 
item of equipment (Figure 1-16).  The form is destroyed six months after the date of the last entry in sections B 
and C.
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Figure 1-15.  DA Form 2408-20.

Figure 1-16.  DA Form 2409 (Front Side).
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Figure 1-16.  DA Form 2409 (Back Side) (Continued).

REVIEW EXERCISES

Circle the letter of the correct answer to each question.

1. In which publication will you find a listing of items of equipment that require historical records?

a. DA Pam 310-1.

b. DA Pam 738-750.

c. AR 220-1.

d. The 20 series technical manual for equipment.

2. Which of the forms listed below is the central record for managing and controlling maintenance?

a. DA Form 2404.

b. DA Form 2408-14.

c. DA Form 2405.

d. DA Form 2407.
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3. Which of the TAMMS forms listed below are used to control operator and equipment usage?

a. DA Form 2407 and DD Form 314.

b. DD Form 1970 and DA Form 2401.

c. DA Form 2404 and DA Form 2408-1.

d. DA Form 2408-14 and DD Form 314.

4. What are the three major purposes of DA Form 2407?

a. To report services and lubrications, record firings, and record life cycle maintenance.

b. To report the date of manufacture, local purchases, and combat losses of equipment.

c. To request or report an MWO, request support maintenance, and report warranty claims.

d. To defer maintenance, schedule maintenance, and report maintenance on equipment.

5. Which form is used to accumulate NMCS/NMCM time and, therefore, shows the number of days a vehicle 
was not available for use during any one month?

a. DD Form 314 (Preventive Maintenance Schedule and Record).

b. DA Form 2408-9 (Equipment Control Record).

c. DA Form 2407 (Maintenance Request).

d. DA Form 2408-20 (Oil Analysis Log).

Recheck your answers to the review exercises.  When you are satisfied that you have answered every 
question to the best of your ability, check your answers against the exercise solutions.  If you missed one or more 
questions, you should retake the entire lesson, paying particular attention to the area in which your answers were 
incorrect.
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Lesson 2
PREPARE AND POST DA FORMS 5203

TASK This lesson is based on the following task from STP 9-55B34-SM-TG: 093-400-4122, 
Supervise Maintenance of Ammunition Stock Accounting Records and Files.

OBJECTIVES When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to prepare a DA Form 5203 to be 
used as a DODIC master record and another DA Form 5203 to be used as a lot locator record.  
You should also be able to post a receipt transaction to both of these records.

CONDITIONS You will have this subcourse book and will work without supervision.

STANDARD You must score at least 75 on the end-of-subcourse examination that covers this lesson and 
Lessons 1, 3, 4, and 5 (answer 23 of the 30 questions correctly).

The key to an effective supply support operation is an accurately posted and efficiently kept stock record.  
Maintaining accurate and current balances of stock is a primary responsibility of the stock control specialist at the 
SAAS-4 level.  This lesson teaches you how to take a blank DA Form 5203 (DODIC Master/Lot Locator Record) 
and make it into either a DODIC master record or a lot locator record.  This lesson also teaches you to take a DD 
Form 1348-1 that accompanies a shipment of ammunition to your ASP and post a receipt transaction first to the 
lot locator record and next to the DODIC master record.  Posting a transaction means making a complete entry on 
one of the horizontal lines of the lot locator record and the DODIC master record.

The primary accountable stock records are the DA Form 5203 and DA Form 5204 (Serial Number Record).  
The DODIC master record and the lot locator record are usually referred to by name rather than by number and 
are used together for conventional ammunition items.  All transactions that increase, decrease, or adjust Class V 
stocks must be recorded on these forms.  They act as the accountable ledger for ammunition items.  Use a DA 
Form 5204 in place of the lot locator record to record serial number information on guided missiles and large 
rockets (GMLR) items included in Class V stocks.

PREPARING A DODIC MASTER RECORD AND A LOT LOCATOR RECORD

At some point, it will be necessary for you to prepare stock records for items not already in stock.  Using the 
information from the source voucher, you will be able to prepare a DODIC master record and a lot locator record 
for these items.  For this lesson, the source document is a DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Line Item 
Release/Receipt Document) (Figure 2-1).  You would take two blank copies of DA Form 5203 and by crossing out 
two words in the title, convert each one into a different kind of stock record.  One becomes a lot locator record
and the other a DODIC master record.  See Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-1. Completed Copy of DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt 
Document).

Figure 2-2. DA Forms 5203 (DODIC Master/Lot Locator Record) Used as a Lot Locator Record
and as a DODIC Master Record.
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Filling Out a DODIC Master Record

Complete blocks 1 through 3 (Figure 2-3) at the bottom of the form as follows:

1. DODIC-Enter the DODIC from block W of the DD Form 1348-1.

2. FSC/NSN-Enter the federal supply class from the FSC block at the top of the DD Form 1348-1.

3. DESCRIPTION-Enter the nomenclature and the description of the item from the Item Nomenclature block 
of the DD Form 1348-1.

Complete blocks 4 through 7 (see Figure 2-3) at the top of the DODIC master record as follows:

4. DODIC MASTER/LOT LOCATOR RECORD-Draw a line through or block out the words "LOT LOCATOR" 
in the form title.

5. CC-Enter the condition codes on hand in the DODIC from block P of the DD Form 1348-1.

6. BALANCE ON HAND/BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD-Enter the total amount of the DODIC transferred 
from the preceding DODIC master record.  Make no entry or enter zeros when the record is established 
for a new DODIC.

7. CC/BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD-Enter the quantities in each condition code brought forward.  
Make no entry when the record is established for a new DODIC.  If more condition code columns are 
required for a given DODIC, prepare additional cards and file the cards behind the original card in the 
same file pocket.  Make a notation in the Remarks section of the top card that more than one DODIC 
master record is on file.

Figure 2-3.  Entries for a DODIC Master Record.
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Filling Out a Lot Locator Record

A DODIC lot locator record is required for each combination DODIC, NSN, lot number, and account-code 
ammunition.  If more than four condition codes and locations exist for a DODIC, NSN, lot number, and account 
code, fill out additional lot locator cards.

Complete blocks 1 through 16 (Figure 2-4) at the bottom of the form as follows using information from the 
DD Form 1348-1 and the DOD Consolidated Ammunition Catalog, Volumes 1, 2, and 3 (Army Master Data File):

Figure 2-4.  Entries for a Lot Locator Record.

1. DODIC-Enter the DODIC from block W of the DD Form 1348-1.

2. FSC/NSN-Enter the national stock number from the Stock Number block at the top of the DD Form 1348-
1.

3. DESCRIPTION-Enter the item nomenclature from the Item Nomenclature block of the DD Form 1348-1.

4. CC-Enter the condition codes in pencil from the Remarks block of the DD Form 1348-1.

5. LOT NO.-Enter the lot number from the Remarks block of the DD Form 1348-1.

6. REMARKS-Enter information that applies to the DODIC.  Enter a storage site identification code in this 
block if the supply support activity (SSA) is controlling stock for several storage sites.  When ammunition 
assets are identified by account-code with a DODIC, condition code, and lot number, enter the account 
code in the lower left corner of the Remarks block.
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7. QD CLASS-Enter the quantity distance (QD) class (UNO class) of the NSN for Zone of Interior from the 
DOD consolidated ammunition catalog maintained in the operations office.

8. COMP GP-Enter the storage compatibility group from the DOD consolidated ammunition catalog if Zone 
of Interior storage methods are used.

9. NEW-Enter the net explosive weight (NEW) per round from the DOD consolidated ammunition catalog.

10. FS CAT-Enter the field storage category for the NSN from the DOD consolidated ammunition catalog if 
field storage methods are used.

11. WGT/RD-Enter the weight per round from the DOD consolidated ammunition catalog.

12. WGT/PK-Enter the weight per unit pack from block I of the DD Form 1348-1.

13. U/PK-Enter the type of pack from block H of the DD Form 1348-1.

14. CUBE-Enter the cubic feet per unit pack from block J of the DD Form 1348-1.

15. U/I-Enter the unit of issue from the Unit of Issue block at the top of the DD Form 1348-1.

16. U/PRICE-Enter the unit price from the DOD consolidated ammunition catalog.

Complete blocks 17 through 21 (see Figure 2-4) at the top of the lot locator record as follows:

17. RECORD TITLE-Draw a line through or block out the words "DODIC MASTER" in the form title.

18. CC-Enter the condition code for the lot quantity that is posted in each column from the Remarks block of 
the DD Form 1348-1.

19. LOC-Enter the storage location from the Remarks block of the DD Form 1348-1.  Do not duplicate 
warehouse numbers within a SAAS-4 account.  For example, if two ASPs have accounts maintained by 
the same SAAS-4 SSA, ensure their warehouse numbers are different.  At present, the storage location is 
a five-position code.  The first three positions are numeric for warehouse designation.  The fourth and fifth 
codes are used to identify storage locations within the warehouse.  The storage point may assign the 
fourth and fifth codes to meet their own special requirements; however, make the fourth and fifth codes
alphabetic because the automated SAAS-4 system includes plans for a sixth and seventh code.

20. BALANCE ON HAND/BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD-Enter the total amount of the lot transferred 
from the preceding lot locator record.  Make no entry when the record is established for a new lot.

21. BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD-Enter the quantities in the locations brought forward.  There are four 
columns for this.  Use of more than one column for the same condition code is allowed when locations 
are different.  If more columns are required for condition code/location code entries, prepare additional lot 
number records.
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FILING DODIC MASTER RECORD AND LOT LOCATOR RECORD

Keep all forms for a single DODIC (DODIC master record and supporting lot locator records) in a visible file 
(Figure 2-5).  File lot locator records that support each DODIC master record in NSN sequence.  Reserve some 
empty card pockets at the bottom of each visible file drawer to accommodate card rearrangement as changes in 
stock occur.

Figure 2-5.  Filing DODIC Master Record and Lot Locator Records.

POSTING A RECEIPT TRANSACTION

Posting a transaction to the DODIC master record and its supporting lot locator record consists of 
transcribing data from a source document.  A source document is any document from which you transfer 
information.  It authenticates the increase, decrease, or adjustment to the quantity maintained on the appropriate 
accountable record.  Figure 2-6 shows a DD Form 1348-1 that has been verified accurate by the storage section.  
The receipt is ready to be posted to stock records.
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Figure 2-6. DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document) Ready for Posting to 
Stock Records.

Posting a Lot Locator Record

When posting a receipt transaction to stock records, post the lot locator record first.  Find the correct lot 
locator record in the visible file by looking first under DODIC, then NSN, and then lot number.  See Figure 2-5.

Post the receipt transaction on the first available transaction line on the lot locator record (Figure 2-7).  Start 
with the Date column at the far left.  Suppose that today's date is August 10, 1988.  The Julian date calendar in 
Figure 2-8 shows that August 10 is the 222nd day in the year.  Therefore, today's Julian date is 8222.  The 
numeral 8 indicates the last digit in the year, 88.  Post the Julian date as 8222 in the Date column on the lot 
locator record (Figure 2-7).

In the Date/Serial column, enter the receiver's document number from block 15 of the DD Form 1348-1 
(Figure 2-6).

The next column on the lot locator record is titled DODAAC, an abbreviation for Department of Defense 
Activity Address Code.  Do not confuse DODAAC which is an activity address code with DODAC which is an
ammunition ID number.  They are spelled differently but pronounced the same.  In the DODAAC column, enter 
the code number or the name of the customer unit that shipped the assets.  In this case, you would enter the 
DODAAC or the name of the unit listed in the Shipped From block on the DD Form 1348-1 (Figure 2-6).  
Therefore, enter Miesau Depot on the lot locator record (Figure 2-7).
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Figure 2-7.  Posting Transaction to DA Form 5203 (Lot Locator Record).

Figure 2-8.  Julian Date Calendar.
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The next column to be posted on the lot locator record is TRANS CODE (transaction code).  Look at the 
transaction codes that are used for receipts in Figure 2-9.  The correct transaction code is IIR, receipt of shipment 
from a location outside the SAAS-3 area.  The shipping activity was Miesau Ammunition Depot, and the receiving 
location is Vilseck.  Miesau and Vilseck are in separate SAAS-3 areas.  A receipt is a gain rather than a loss of 
assets, so enter IIR in the GAIN column of the TRANS CODE block on the lot locator record.

You will also make an entry in the Gain Quantity column of the lot locator record and leave the Loss Quantity 
column blank.  On the DD Form 1348-1 (Figure 2-6), find the gain quantity in the Remarks block.  Enter 350 in the 
Gain Quantity column of the lot locator record.  See Figure 2-7.

Now add a 350 gain to the CC A/LOC column.  See Figure 2-7.  But before you do, make sure that there is 
only one CC A column and that it represents the correct warehouse location.  The correct warehouse location is 
found in block 10 of the shipping document.  This warehouse location entry was made by the same storage 
person at your SSA who signed off in block 9 of the DD Form 1348-1.  In the CC H column, bring forward the 300 
rounds that were already in stock.

Now add the totals in the CC A and CC H columns and enter this total on the Balance On Hand/Balance 
Brought Forward transaction line.  See Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-9.  Transaction Codes.  Extracted from DA Pam 710-2-2.
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Posting a DODIC Master Record

After you post the receipt transaction to the lot locator record, you are ready to post the transaction to the 
DODIC master record.  The entries are the same for the DODIC master record as for the lot' locator record except 
for the entries in the Balance Brought Forward columns.

Add 350 to whatever the balances were before.  Add 350 to both the Balance on Hand column and the CC A
column.  See Figure 2-10 for the arithmetic involved and for the complete posting of this transaction to the DODIC 
master record.

Figure 2-10.  Posting Transaction to DA Form 5203 (DODIC Master Record).
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REVIEW EXERCISES

Circle the letter of the correct answer to each question.

Situation.  You are establishing a new DODIC master record and a new lot locator record based on the DD Form 
1348-1 shown below in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11. DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document) To Be 
Used for Establishing DODIC Master Record and Lot Locator Record.

1. Refer to Figure 2-12.  What must you do on number-keyed line 6 before you post the lot locator record?

a. Mark out the entire line.

b. Mark out the words "DODIC MASTER."

c. Mark out the words "LOT LOCATOR."

d. Nothing, leave it as is.

2. Refer to Figures 2-11 and 2-12.  What information should you enter in block 5 of the number-keyed lot 
locator record?

a. SP/4.

b. MA 1-2.

c. S-61.

d. 2-A-5.
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Figure 2-12.  Blank DA Form 5203 To Be Used as a Lot Locator Record.

3. Refer to the DD Form 1348-1 in Figure 2-11 and the DODIC master record in Figure 2-13.  What 
information should you enter in the LOT NO. block of the DODIC master record?

a. None.

b. 218.

c. S-61.

d. MA 1-2.

Figure 2-13.  Blank DODIC Master Record.
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4. What information should you post in block 5 of the number-keyed DODIC master record in Figure 2-13?

a. A.

b. B

c. 36.

d. DC.

5. What information should you post in block 1 of the number-keyed DODIC master record in Figure 2-13?

a. C454

b. 36.

c. 1.

d. Zeros or leave it blank.

Recheck your answers to the review exercises.  When you are satisfied that you have answered every 
question to the best of your ability, check your answers against the exercise solutions.  If you missed one or more 
questions, you should retake the entire lesson, paying particular attention to the areas in which your answers 
were incorrect.
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Lesson 3
PREPARE AND MAINTAIN WORLDWIDE
AMMUNITION REPORTING SYSTEM FEEDER
REPORTS

TASK This lesson is based on the following task from STP 9-55B34-SM-TG: 093-406-3123,
Process Independent Mode Transactions.

OBJECTIVES When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to describe the cycles and files 
associated with the worldwide ammunition reporting system at the SAAS-3 level, how to 
input data into the system, and how to output WARS feeder reports from the system.

CONDITIONS You will have this subcourse book and will work without supervision.

STANDARD You must score at least 75 on the end-of-subcourse examination that covers this lesson and 
Lessons 1, 2, 4, and 5 (answer 23 of the 30 questions correctly).

SAAS-3 consolidates stock status reports from storage locations, computes authorized levels, and maintains 
the status of munitions on hand and being throughput within the theater.  The purpose of the SAAS-3 system is to 
provide a standard worldwide method of providing management and stock control for Class V (less nuclear) 
munitions by means of management information and stock control computer programs.  SAAS-3 may operate 
either as an independent corps or be supported by a SAAS level 1 organization.  When operating independently, 
SAAS-3 will interface directly with CONUS NICPs rather than with SAAS level 1.

Because of their criticality, high dollar value, length of procurement time, and high transportation costs, 
munitions require intensive management.  The worldwide ammunition reporting system (WARS) for conventional 
ammunition and the guided missile and large rocket (GMLR) report for missiles and rockets were designed to 
consolidate, evaluate, and manage US Army munitions stockpiles.

The WARS and GMLR reports are regulatory requirements and are submitted to US Army Armament 
Materiel Readiness Command (ARRCOM) and US Army Missile Command (USAMICOM) periodically.  
Automated preparation of these reports saves a significant amount of manual preparation and assures more 
timely and accurate reports.  The SAAS-3 system has the capability to produce WARS feeder reports for 
submission directly to the NICP.

SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

Cycle Identification Codes

The SAAS-3 system is organized into functions defined as cycles.  Each cycle is assigned a system 
identification (ID) code, which consists of a six-character code.  An example of how a six-character code is broken 
down is listed below:

CYCLE AJCD80 CYCLE AJCR09

AJC = SAAS-3 AJC = SAAS-3
D80 = Daily Cycle R09 = Document Status

Reports
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System Cycles

The cycles that interface with WARS are described below, by cycle ID, with a brief summary of each cycle.  
Once accessed, each cycle interactively updates the system structure support files that deal with WARS or 
produces a report that deals with WARS.

AJCR00-Report Asset Activity to SAAS-1 (ROLL).  This cycle produces summarized changes in stock 
status information that have occurred since the end of the previous reporting period.  This data are provided to 
SAAS-1 in the form of DIC XAS/XAT transactions that are used to update the SAAS-1 stock status records.  
Forecasted expenditures will be rolled during this cycle.

AJCR02-Days of Supply.  This cycle compares on-hand quantities with weapon densities and expenditure 
rates to compute days of supply on hand.

AJCR22-Report Asset Activity to SAAS-1 (NO ROLL).  This cycle produces summarized changes in stock 
status information that have occurred since the end of the previous reporting period.  This data is provided to 
SAAS-1 in the form of DIC XAS/XAT transactions.  These transactions are used to update the SAAS-1 stock 
status records.  Forecasted expenditures will not be rolled during this cycle.

AJCR23-Report Serviceability to SAAS-1.  This cycle produces changes in ammunition lot serviceability 
and inspection data that have occurred since the last report to SAAS-1.  This data is provided to SAAS-1 in the 
form of DIC XAP/XAO transactions.

AJCR24-Report to WARS/MICOM (Monthly).  This cycle produces the WARS monthly report and the AMC 
193 update report from selected DODICs (independent mode only).

AJCR25-Report to WARS (Quarterly).  This cycle extracts and summarizes the required SAAS-3 on-hand, 
issue, receipt, gain/loss, forecasted expenditures, and remarks data for the latest quarterly reporting period 
(independent mode only).

AJCR26-Report to WARS (Serviceability).  This cycle produces ammunition lot serviceability and 
inspection data from the most current lot visibility file (independent mode only).  This data is provided to WARS in 
the form of Q1/Q2 transactions.  

The following cycles allow the user to update those system structure support files dealing with WARS:

AJCR16-NSN/DODIC Cross-Reference File Update.  This cycle allows the user to interactively delete, add,
or display a record on the NSN/DODIC cross-reference file.

AJCR17-Application/LIN Rate File Update.  This cycle allows the user to interactively add, delete, change, 
and/or display a record on the application/LIN rate file.

AJCR18-Tables Reports.  This cycle produces one or all seven of the tables reports, such as, the 
transaction code report.

AJCR19-Storage Point/Account Description File Update.  This cycle allows the user to interactively add, 
delete, change, and/or display a record on the storage point/account description file.

AJCR20-Catalog Description File Update.  This cycle allows the user to interactively add, delete, change 
and/or display a record on the catalog description file.

AJCR21-Transaction Code File Update.  This cycle allows the user to interactively add, delete, change 
and/or display a record on the transaction code file.

AJCR27-Forecasted Expenditures File Update.  This cycle allows the user to interactively add, delete, 
change and/or display forecasted expenditure data for a period of up to 18 months.
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AJCR28-Lot Visibility Update.  This cycle accepts DIC XAP/XAQ transactions prepared by SAAS-4 
surveillance personnel.  These transactions update the lot visibility file to support reporting serviceability and 
inspection data to SAAS-1 or to WARS feeder reports.

AJCR35-Formatted Transaction Input.  This cycle allows interactive input of acceptable daily cycle 
transactions that will process during the next daily cycle.

SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

SAAS-3 users are able to input transactions, generate reports, and query certain tables and files by using the 
system's video display data terminal.  System input consists of transactions that maintain system structure 
support information and transactions involving issues, shipments, and receipt of materiel.  System processing is 
input dependent as is the production of system output.  Information from the input transactions is placed on the 
various system structure support files.  Output consists primarily of reports to higher headquarters, information to 
subordinate units, and management reports.

The MOSs 55B40, 55R30, and 55X have the responsibility of ensuring that system structure support files 
(SSSF) are built into the SAAS data base to ensure that the WARS feeder reports are available on the DAS-3.

System Structure Support Files

SSSFs provide information, parameters, and control data to accomplish the system's primary functions of 
consolidating stock status reports from SAAS-4, computing authorized levels, and maintaining the status of 
munitions.  There are seven SSSFs.

NSN/DODIC Cross Reference File.  This information consists of national stock numbers (NSNs) and part 
numbers related to each Department of Defense identification code (DODIC).  The primary cross-reference 
source is the US Army DARCOM catalog data activity, which maintains a master cross-reference list available on 
magnetic tape.  Nonstandard DODIC and part number cross-reference data may be loaded manually.  
Department of Defense ammunition codes (DODACs), DODICs, NSNs, and part numbers on system input
transactions are validated using the NSN/DODIC cross-reference file.

Catalog Description File.  This file contains data that identifies ammunition items and describes item 
characteristics such as weight per round, net explosive content, and quantity distance compatibility group.  Again, 
the primary source of these data is the US Army DARCOM catalog data activity.  These data appear on system 
reports for informational purposes.

Storage Point Account/Description File.  This file contains identifying data for each storage point managed 
by the level 3 activity, including storage point name, DOD activity address code, subcommand code, and major 
command code.  MILSTRIP documents are validated against the file, which also provides storage point data for 
system reports.  This file also contains all valid ammunition accounts for each corps storage point and data which 
control computation of authorized levels.  It identifies account priority and condition codes to be used during the 
asset stratification process.

Transaction Code File.  This file contains data which define acceptable system transaction codes and 
control how the system will accumulate asset quantities for reporting.  It also contains information used to process 
due in/due out data.  Codes on this record should be coordinated with SAAS level 1.

Application LIN/Rate File.  This file shows the weapon system line item numbers (LINs) for each DODIC 
and expenditure rates to be used in producing the days of supply report.
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Forecasted Expenditures File.  This file contains forecasted expenditures by DODIC, storage point, and 
account for training ammunition.  Expenditures may be projected for up to 18 months.

Lot Visibility File.  This file contains serviceability data to include lot number, component lot number, year of 
manufacture, condition code, and defect information.  Data on this file are reported to the NICP by the 
serviceability portion of the WARS report, or to level 1, and are also used in support of surveillance operations at 
level 4.

Updating System Structure Support Files

Data in the SSSF can be automatically updated interactively by terminal input.  Access to the SSSFs is 
achieved through a series of terminal displays that allow the user to select the desired cycle.  This menu 
procedure is hierarchically designed so that the user can step in or out of a function from one level of the 
hierarchy to another.  For every screen there are one or more help screens that provide detailed explanations 
concerning that screen.  The help screens are accessible at any time by pressing the F1 key.  Upon entry into the 
system, the first set of screens that will appear on the terminal lists all of the various functions (main menu) 
performed by the system listed by cycle ID.  A brief explanation of the cycles pertaining to WARS was given 
earlier in this lesson.

Each SSSF and the procedures for accessing the file are discussed in detail below.  To ensure that this 
lesson is easily understood, we will track one NSN with its DODIC.  The NSN that we will use in this lesson is 
1315-00-028-4830-C445.  Figures are provided for all entries that are mandatory for WARS reporting.  Other 
entries are used to make input complete.  The first file that you must build into your data base is the NSN/DODIC 
cross-reference file.

NSN/DODIC Cross-Reference File.  The NSN to DODIC and DODIC to NSN cross-reference file must be 
the first file that you build into your data base.  This file does not contain any codes that are required by the 
WARS.

SAAS-3 run cycle AJCR16 allows the user to interactively add, delete, change, or display a record on the 
NSN/DODIC cross-reference file.

The first input screen that you will see is screen AJCR1600.  You must input the following information:

Enter one only

National Stock Number 1315000284830 (see Figure 3-1)

OR

Part Number ________________

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE.
2 ADD.
3 DISPLAY.
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER 2

By selecting this option, you let the computer know that you are adding this record.
See Figure 3-2 for the originator codes required in this record.  You must press the transmit key at this time 

to get screen AJCR1640 that will allow you to input the following information:

DODIC C445 (see Figure 3-1)
Federal Stock Class 1315
Originator Code AN (see Figure 3-2)
Effective Julian Date 8122
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Figure 3-1.  Completed Copy of a DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Line Item 
Release/Receipt Document).
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Figure 3-2.  Originator Codes.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-179.
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At this time you must press the transmit key to complete the building of your NSN/DODIC cross-reference 
record.

Catalog Description File.  Run Cycle AJCR20 allows the user to interactively add, delete, change and/or display 
a record on the catalog description file.  This record contains thirty-eight data entries.  Six of these entries are 
required by the WARS.  These six entries are identified by an asterisk.

The first screen that you will see is AJCR2000.  On this screen you must input the following information:

ENTER THE DODIC FOR THE SELECTED RECORD:
DODIC C445 (see Figure 3-1)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE RECORD
2 ADD RECORD
3 CHANGE RECORD
4 DISPLAY RECORD
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER: 2

At this time you must transmit to get screen AJCR2010.  On this screen you must enter the following data:

*DODIC TYPE CODE 1 (see Figure 3-3)
NET EXPLOSIVE CONTENT 4.70
UNIT COST 65.00
UNIT OF ISSUE EA (see Figure 3-1)
UNIT OF WEIGHT CODE P
UNIT WEIGHT 120 (see Figure 3-1)
CATALOG NSN OR PN: 1315000284830 (see Figure 3-1)
MSG/EPC _____________
NOMENCLATURE: CTG.  105MM HE M1
MSG/EPC ______________

At this time you must transmit to get screen AJCR2011.  On this screen you must input the following data:

At this time you must transmit to get screen AJCR2011.  On this screen you must input the following data:

BOXES PER PALLET 15
COMMODITY CODE WATER __________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 1 C443
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 2 __________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 3 __________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 4 __________________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 5 __________________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 6 __________________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 7 __________________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 8 __________________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 9 __________________
DODIC SUBSTITUTE 10 __________________
DEPT OF TRANS HAZARD CLASS: CLASS A
MSG/EPC ______________________________
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Figure 3-3.  Department of Defense Identification Code Type Code.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-
1, Page D-6.
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At this time you must transmit to get screen AJCR2012.  On this screen you must input the following data:

DEMILITARIZATION CODE G
*CARD CODE (FOR MSL ONLY)
PL PHY AAE SCTY RSK CD U
QNTY DIS COMPAT GROUP 1.1E

*REPORT ITEM INDICATOR M (see Figure 3-4)
ROUNDS PER BOX 2
ROUNDS PER PALLET 30
SHELF LIFE CODE 0
SPECIAL CONTROL ITEM CD D
SPECIAL HANDLING CD WTR 1
TYPE CARGO CODE WATER I
UNIT CUBE 02.0

*WARS RPT DODIC C445  (see Figure 3-1)
*WARS UI CONV CODE M  (see Figure 3-5)
*SYSTEMS IDEN CODE/GMLR (FOR MSL ONLY)  (see Figure 3-6)
DOT SHIPPING NAME AMMUNITION FOR CANNON WITH

EXPLOSIVE PROJECTILE
MSG/EPC

This completes the input for this file.  To add this data to your file you must transmit, and then the system will 
roll back to the first screen.  To exit this screen you must press the F3 function key.

Storage Point Account/Description File.  This is a two-part file that is used to identify the storage point and 
other related items.  This file consists of twenty-two data items of which six relate to the WARS.  The WARS data 
entries are identified by an asterisk.  Run cycle AJCR19 allows the user to interactively update this file.

The first part of this screen requires you to input the following data:

STORAGE POINT CODE 03 (see Figure 3-1)
*ACCOUNT CODE AMMO PPR (locally assigned)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE RECORD
2 ADD RECORD
3 CHANGE RECORD
4 DISPLAY RECORD
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER: 2

At this time you must transmit.  The next screen is screen AJCR1910 that requires the following input

TACCS STORAGE POINT CODE 
*ACTIVITY ADDRESS CODE (DODAAC) WK6DC1 (see Figure 3-1)
ROUTING IDENTIFIER CD AV1
STORAGE POINT NAME VILSECK
STORAGE POINT ADDRESS APO 96175
MSG/EPC

This completes your storage point description file input.  To add this data to your file, you must transmit.  
When you transmit the screen, it will roll back to screen AJCR1900.  At this time, you will be required to input the 
data needed to complete the second part of this file-the storage point account record.

STORAGE POINT CODE 03 (see Figure 3-1)
*ACCOUNT CODE AMMO AAA (locally assigned)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE RECORD
2 ADD RECORD
3 CHANGE RECORD
4 DISPLAY RECORD
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER: 2
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Figure 3-4.  Reportable Item Indicator.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-206.
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Figure 3-5.  WARS Unit of Issue Conversion Code.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-274.
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Figure 3-6. System Identification Code Guided Missile and Large Rockets.  Extracted from TM 
38-L63-11-1, Page D-237.
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At this time you must transmit.  The next screen is AJCR1935.  You must input the following information:

ACCOUNT CODE RELATED
COMPUTATION PERCENT FACTOR
COMPUTATION RATE CODE

* DAYS OF SUPPLY FACTOR 1 003  (see Figure 3-7)
* DAYS OF SUPPLY RATE COD 15  (see Figure 3-8)
* LINE NUMBER 1 (see Figure 3-9)

MAJOR COMMAND CODE 300
REPORTING ACCOUNT CODE AAA
STORAGE POINT CODE RELATED
STRATIFICATION PRIORITY CODE 01
SUBCOMMAND CODE A
TYPE COMPUTATION CODE A
WARS DAYS OF SUPPLY FACTOR
CONDITION CODE TABLE ABCDEN
MAJOR COMMAND NAME TAACOM

This completes the data input required for the storage point account/description file.  To add this data to your 
file, you must transmit and the system will roll back to screen AJCR1900.  Press the F3 function key, and the 
system will roll back to the main menu.

Application LIN/Rate File.  Run cycle AJCR17 allows the user to interactively update the application 
LIN/rate file.  This file consists of eighteen data elements of which all, or part, will affect the WARS depending on 
which rate you desire the file to use in computing the authorized level.

Input screen AJCR1700 requires the following data input:

DODIC C445  (see Figure 3-1)
LINE ITEM NUMBER K78961  (from unit TO&E)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE RECORD
2 ADD RECORD
3 CHANGE RECORD
4 DISPLAY RECORD
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER: 2

At this time you must transmit.  The next screen to roll up is AJCR1710.  You must input the following data:

EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-1 10 (see Figure 3-10)
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-2 20
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-3 30
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-4 40
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-5 50
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-6 60
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-7 70
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-8 80
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-9 100
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-11 110
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-12 120
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-13 130
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-14 140
EXPENDITURE RATE AMMO-15 150
MULTI WEAPONS DESC CD

This completes the data input requirement for this file.  To add this data to your file, you must transmit.  The 
system will roll back to screen AJCR17000.  You must press the F3 function key in order to get the system to roll 
back to the main menu.
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Figure 3-7.  Time In Days.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-240.
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Figure 3-8.  Days of Supply Rate Code.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-44.
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Figure 3-9.  Line Number.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-93.
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Figure 3-10.  Expenditure Rate-Ammunition.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-73.
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Transaction Code File.  Run cycle AJCR21 allows the user to interactively add, delete, change, and/or 
display the transaction code file.  This file keeps the system accumulated quantities for a reporting period.

Input screen AJCR2100 requires the following input
DIC XBT  (see Figure 3-1)
TRANSACTION CODE LTR  (see Figure 3-11)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE RECORD
2 ADD RECORD
3 CHANGE RECORD
4 DISPLAY RECORD
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER: 2

At this time you must press the transmit key.  The system will roll-up to screen AJCR2140.  This screen 
requires the following input data:

DOCUMENT STATUS ID
RECORDING ACCOUNT CODE AMMO AAA
REMARKS CODE 1 049 (see Figure 3-12)
REMARKS CODE 2 050 (see Figure 3-12)
REPORTING REMARKS CODE 1 068 (see Figure 3-12)
REPORTING REMARKS CODE 2
TRANSACTION REMARKS 3  (see Figure 3-12)

Forecasted Expenditures File.  Run cycle AJCR27 allows the user to add, delete, change, and/or display 
the forecasted expenditures file.  This file allows the user to input up to eighteen expenditure rates to be used for 
the WARS.  It is a non-roll or a roll file depending on which you decide to rum.  Screen AJCR2700 is the first input 
screen for this file.  You must input the following data

DODIC C445 (see Figure 3-1)
STORAGE POINT CODE 03
SELECT OWE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
1 DELETE RECORD
2 ADD RECORD
3 CHANGE RECORD
4 DISPLAY RECORD
ENTER SELECTED OPTION NUMBER: 2

This completes the input for this screen.  At this time press the transmit key.  The second screen is 
AJCR2710.

ACCOUNT CODE AAA (locally assigned)
JAN 10
FEB 20
MAR 30
APR 40
MAY 50
JUN 60
JUL 70
AUG 80
SEP 90
OCT 100
NOV 110
DEC 120
JAN 130
FEB 140
MAR 150
APR 160
MAY 170
JUN 180
JUL 190

This completes the data input for the forecasted expenditures file.  To add this data to your file, you must 
press the transmit key.  You must press the F3 function key to return to the main menu.
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Figure 3-11.  Transaction Code-SAAS.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-247.
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Figure 3-12.  Remarks Code.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-202.
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Formatted Transaction Input File.  Run cycle AJCR35 gives you a complete screen of formatted 
transaction options.  The serviceability report transaction requires you to enter option 47 in order to get the 
formatted XAP screen.  The required input data for this screen is shown below:

REQUIRED DATA

STORAGE POINT CODE 03  (see Figure 3-1)
DAY OF YEAR 8122
DODIC C445  (See Figure 3-1)
NSN 1315000284830  (see Figure 3-1)
LOT NUMBER RSA87A001-001  (see Figure 3-1)
CONDITION CODE A  (see Figure 3-1)
TRANSACTION CODE N (see Figure 3-13)
TYPE STORAGE CODE W  (see Figure 3-14)
SUBCOMMAND CODE A
TRANSACTION QUANTITY 6000 (see Figure 3-1)

OPTIONAL DATA

DEFECT REMARKS CODE 1 DEFECT REMARKS CODE 2
DEFECT REMARKS CODE 3 DEFECT REMARKS CODE 4
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE DATE OF NEXT INSPECTION

NOTE:    CODES MUST BE 6AN
RMK CD 1 MUST % OF DEFECT INDICATOR
RMK CD 2 MUST BE ASSEMBLY/COMPONENT PACKAGING
RMK CD 3 MUST BE ASSEMBLY/COMPONENT CLASSIFICATION
RMK CD 4 MUST BE DEFECT/SPECIAL REMARKS
TRANSACTION CODE SERVICEABILITY

D=DELETE
N=NEW
R=REVISED

This completes the data entry requirement for this file.  To add this data to the temporary transaction file, you 
must transmit.  To add this data to your lot serviceability file, you must run cycle R28.

The component lot report requires you to select option 48 to get the formatted XAQ screen.  You must input 
the required data as shown below:

REQUIRED DATA

STORAGE POINT CODE 03  (see Figure 3-1)
DAY OF YEAR 8122  (see Figure 3-1)
DODIC C445  (see Figure 3-1)
NSN 1315000284830 (see Figure 3-1)
LOT NUMBER RSA87A002-002 (see Figure 3-1)
CONDITION CODE A  (see Figure 3-1)
TRANSACTION CODE N  (see Figure 3-13)
SUBCOMMAND CODE A

OPTIONAL DATA

COMPONENT LOT NUMBER 1 YEAR OF MANUFACTURE 
COMPONENT TYPE ID CD 1 COMPONENT LOT NUMBER 2
YEAR OF MANUFACTURE 2 COMPONENT TYPE ID CD 2

This completes the data entry requirement for this file.  To add this data to the temporary transaction file, you 
must push the transmit key.  To add the record to your file you must run cycle R28.
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Figure 3-13.  Transaction Code-Serviceability.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-247.1.
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Figure 3-14.  Type Storage Code.  Extracted from TM 38-L63-11-1, Page D-259.
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SYSTEM OUTPUT

WARS Reporting

Cycle AJCR24 is run to produce the monthly WARS report and cycle AJCR25 for the quarterly WARS report.  
In addition to the card images on tape (types A1, B1, C1, C2, R-standard, and R-nonstandard) that are produced 
for transmission to the NICP, both of these cycles also produce two hard copy reports for use by the SAAS-3 
manager.  The lot serviceability data portion of the WARS report is obtained from cycle AJCR26.  This cycle also 
produces two hard copy reports in addition to card images on tape (types Q1 and Q2) for reporting purposes.  
The specific outputs from the WARS reporting process are listed below.

Worldwide Ammunition Requirements and Assets Report.  This report is an automatic product of cycles 
AJCR24 and AJCR25.  It provides the stock status of each DODIC, broken out by reporting account code.  It also 
provides forecasted expenditures over a 12-month period and a remarks section to indicate the causes and 
magnitude of inventory changes.

Worldwide Ammunition Requirements and Assets List.  This listing is an automatic product of cycles 
AJCR24 and AJCR25.  It provides a listing of the data created for transmission to the NICP.

Prepositioned War Reserve (PPWR) Card Type A1.  This transaction provides PPWR requirements and 
stock status data to the NICP.

Other Assets Card Type B1.  This transaction provides requirements and stock status data on training, 
basic load, and operational project ammunition to the NICP.

Forecasted Expenditure Card Types C1 and C2.  These transactions provide expenditure forecasts to the 
NICP.

Remarks Card Types R and R Nonstandard.  These transactions provide expenditure forecasts to the 
NICP.

WARS Ammunition Inspection and Lot Number/Serviceability Report.  This report is an automatic 
product of cycle AJCR26.  It provides a serviceability listing of stocks by lot number with defect information.

WARS Ammunition Inspection and Lot Number/Serviceability List.  This report is an automatic product 
of cycle AJCR26.  It provides a listing of the serviceability data created for transmission to the NICP.

Serviceability Card Type Q1.  This transaction provides lot serviceability data to the NICP.

Components Lot Number Card Type Q2.  This transaction provides component lot serviceability data to the 
NICP.

AMC 193 Reporting

The SAAS-3 system has the capability to produce GMLR reports for submission to MICOM when required by 
deployment of the corps as an independent force.  Reportable items are designated by the reportable item 
indicator for each DODIC on the catalog description file.  Cycle AJCR24 is used to produce the AMC 193 
reconciliation report (annually).  In addition to the DIC M15 images on tape that are produced for transmission to 
MICOM, both of these cycles also produce hard copy reports for use by the SAAS-3 manager.

AMC 193 Update Report.  This report is an automatic product of cycle AJCR24.  It provides a list of the data 
created for transmission to MICOM, including all GMLR issues, receipts, and expenditures since the last report.
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AMC 193 Reconciliation Report.  This report is an automatic product of cycle AJCR24.  It provides a list of 
the data created for transmission to MICOM, including all reportable stocks on hand.  MICOM will provide the 
SAAS-3 activity a listing of detectable errors for correction.

REVIEW EXERCISES

Circle the letter of the correct answer to each question.

1. Which cycle is used to produce the monthly WARS report?

a. AJCR24.

b. AJCR25.

c. AJCR26.

d. AJCR27.

2. From which cycle is the lot serviceability data portion of the WARS report obtained?

a. AJCR23.

b. AJCR24.

c. AJCR25.

d. AJCR26.

3. For how many months does the worldwide ammunition requirements and assets report provide 
forecasted expenditures?

a. 6 months.

b. 12 months.

c. 18 months.

d. 24 months.

4. How often is cycle AJCR24 used to produce the AMC 193 reconciliation report?

a. Monthly.

b. Quarterly.

c. Annually.

d. Semiannually.

5. What key must you use in order to get screen AJCR1640 that will allow you to input information into the 
system?

a. FUNCTION.

b. CREATE.

c. TRANSMIT.

d. LOOPY.
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6. Which cycle should you run in order to obtain a complete screen of formatted transactions?

a. AJCR33.

b. AJCR34.

c. AJCR35.

d. AJCR36.

7. Which cycle produces changes in ammunition serviceability and inspection data that have occurred since 
the last report?

a. AJCR08.

b. AJCR22.

c. AJCR23.

d. AJCR24.

8. What is the title of the cycle that allows the user to interactively add, delete, and/or display a record of the 
catalog description file?

a. AJCR18, Table Reports.

b. AJCR19, Storage Point/Account Description File Update.

c. AJCR20, Catalog Description File Update.

d. AKCR21, Transaction Code File Update.

9. Which cycle allows interactive input of acceptable daily cycle transactions that will process during the next 
daily cycle?

a. AJCR32.

b. AJCR33.

c. AJCR34.

d. AJCR35.

10. What does the cycle number AJCD80 indicate?

a. SAAS-3, Daily Cycle.

b. SAAS-3, Document Status Reports.

c. Daily Cycle.

d. Document Status Reports.

Recheck your answers to the review exercises.  When you are satisfied that you have answered every 
question to the best of your ability, check your answers against the exercise solutions.  If you missed two or more 
questions, you should retake the entire lesson, paying particular attention to the areas in which your answers 
were incorrect.
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Lesson 4
REVIEW A REPORT OF DISCREPANCY

TASK This lesson is based on the following task from STP 9-55B34-SM-TG: 093-400-4213, 
Supervise Preparation of a Report of Discrepancy (ROD) (SF 364).

OBJECTIVE When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to report a packaging 
discrepancy and a shipping-type discrepancy by filling out a Standard Form 364 (Report 
of Discrepancy).

CONDITIONS You will have this subcourse book and will work without supervision

STANDARDS You must score at least 75 on the end-of-subcourse examination that covers this lesson 
and Lessons 1, 2, 3, and 5 (answer 23 of the 30 questions correctly).

An ASP normally receives advance notice of incoming shipments by means of a DD Form 1348-1 (DOD 
Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document) (Figure 4-1).  When the ASP receives the shipment, the shipping 
document that accompanies the load, DD Form 1384

Figure 4-1.  Completed Copy of DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document).
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(Transportation Control and Movement Document) (Figure 4-2), is entered on the document register.  The stock
records clerk at the storage section prepares a DA Form 3151-R (Ammunition Stores Slip) for each vehicle 
carrying ammunition into the storage area.  A receiving checker is assigned to each load.  The checker inspects 
the load to determine that what is listed on the DA Form 3151-R is what is actually received.  Any discrepancies 
are recorded in the Remarks block of the DA Form 3151-R and reported to the stock control section where

Figure 4-2.  Completed Copy of DD Form 1384 (Transportation Control and Movement Document).

the form is checked for accuracy.  The total quantity of each item shown on the DA Form 3151-R will be checked 
against the total quantity on the DD Form 1384.  If there is a discrepancy, the load is rechecked by the inventory 
control section.  The actual quantity, verified as received by inventory control, will be recorded on the DA Form 
3151-R to indicate receipt (Figure 4-3).

If the discrepancy is a shipping-type or packaging discrepancy attributable to the shipper, personnel at the 
receiving activity are responsible for preparing Standard Form (SF) 364 (Report of Discrepancy).  The purpose of 
the SF 364 is to determine the cause of such discrepancies, effect corrective action, and prevent recurrence.

This lesson describes shipping-type and packaging discrepancies and explains how to fill out an SF 364.
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Figure 4-3.  Completed Copy of DA Form 3151-R (Ammunition Stores Slip).
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SHIPPING-TYPE DISCREPANCIES

A shipping-type discrepancy is any variation in quantity or condition of goods received from that shown on the 
authorized shipping document.  All shipping-type discrepancies must be reported when they meet the conditions 
and value criteria cited below.

 Shortages or overages valued in excess of $100 per line item, except classified or protected items which will 
be reported regardless of dollar value.

 Erroneous materiel, unacceptable substitutes, or duplicates, regardless of dollar value.

 Materiel received valued in excess of $100 per line item on which the shelf life has expired and, for 
subsistence, there is no indication that the item has been inspected under shelf life extension procedures.

 Materiel, regardless of value, shipped to the wrong activity.

PACKAGING DISCREPANCIES

Packaging discrepancies are any unsatisfactory condition resulting from improper packaging that causes or 
renders the item, shipment, or package to be vulnerable to any loss, delay, or damage when the estimated or 
actual cost of correction exceeds $50.

Packaging discrepancies that result in damaged materiel that may endanger life, impair combat or 
deployment operations or affect other materiel will be reported immediately to the shipping activity, contracting 
office, or control point by the quickest communication medium available in order to enable the shipper to take 
immediate corrective action.  The formalized SF 364 will be mailed within 24 hours of the initial contact with the 
shipper.

Regardless of the cost, improperly identified containers that would result in the improper storage of materiel 
or a container that must be opened to determine contents must be reported on SF 364.

Any packaging discrepancy, regardless of cost, involving hazardous materiels, including improper 
identification markings of items, packs of unitized loads, regardless of whether damage or other unsatisfactory 
condition has resulted must be reported.  Typical packaging discrepancies are listed below:

Preservation

 Preservation inadequate or omitted.

 Container inadequate or omitted.

 Corrosion.

 Contamination.

 Cushioning inadequate or omitted.

 Nonspecification materials used.

 Excessive preservation, packaging, or wasted space on contractor shipment.

Packing

 Container overloaded.

 Container inadequate.

 Closure inadequate.
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 Strapping inadequate, broken, or loose.

 Blocking or cushioning inadequate or omitted.  (Applies within the packaging container only.  Excludes 
blocking and bracing related to loading or transport vehicles.)

 Nonspecific materials used.

 Excessive packaging or wasted space on contractor shipment.

 Unitization inadequate or omitted.

 Skids inadequate or omitted.

Marking

Identification markings omitted, incorrect, or incomplete to include NSN, item description, quantity and unit of 
issue, contract or purchase number, level of protection and date, gross weight and cube, shelf life, Method II 
label, and serial number.

PREPARATION OF STANDARD FORM 364

Each activity is responsible for securing the necessary supply of forms through normal channels.  Transmittal 
letters or endorsements are neither required nor authorized.  The design of the form itself is sufficient to report 
discrepancies and to direct disposition instructions.

Instructions For Preparation

Indicate whether a shipping-type discrepancy or packaging discrepancy by placing an 'X" in the appropriate 
box at the top of the form.  A completed SF 364 prepared to report a shipping-type discrepancy is shown at Figure 
4-4.

Block 1 - Date of preparation.  Report is prepared in sequence of year, month, and day.  Use this sequence 
for all date entries.  For example, 23 March 1988 is written 88 Mar 23 and 1 June 1988 is written 
88 Jun 01.

Block 2 - Report number.  The country and record control number must be shown for Grant Aid as a part of 
the report number

Block 3 - To.  Name, address, zip code and activity address code or routing identifier code and attention 
symbol or code of action activity to which the original copy of the SF 364 is to be submitted. 
Place "see block 15" in this block and enter address and/or codes of action activities to receive 
information copies of the SF 364 in block 15.

Block 4 - From.  Name, address, and zip code of the reporting activity (consignee).

Block 5a - Shipper's name.  Enter name and address of shipper (consignor) when different from block 3.

Block 5b - Number and date of invoice.  Not applicable.

Block 6 - Transportation document.  Enter the transportation control and movement document (TCMD) 
document number.

Block 7a - Shipper's number.  Enter shipment number (when more than one shipment is made under a 
contract or requisition) and contract or document number.
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Figure 4-4.  Completed Copy of Standard Form 364 (Report of Discrepancy) (Front Side).
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Figure 4-4.  Completed Copy of Standard Form 364 (Report of Discrepancy) (Back Side) (Continued).
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Block 7b - Office administering contract.  Name, address, and zip code of the contract administration office.  
(The contract administration services (CAS) that directed or arranged the shipment) 

Block 8 - Requisitioner's number.  Enter the requisitioning activity's number from the shipping document.  This 
entry is mandatory in all instances.

Block 9a - NSN/part number and nomenclature.  Enter the NSN, part number, and nomenclature of items 
missing or damaged.

Block 9b - Unit of issue.  Enter the unit of issue as billed or indicated on the shipping document for each item 
listed in block 9a.  (Not applicable to packaging discrepancies.)

Block 9c - Quantity shipped or billed.  Enter the quantity of the item shipped or billed.  When discrepancy code 
C1 applies, enter the quantity and the materiel condition code.  (Not applicable to packaging 
discrepancies.)

Block 9d - Quantity received.  Enter quantity of item received.

Block 10a - Discrepancy quantity.  Enter the discrepant-quantity.  If discrepancy code C1 applies, enter the 
quantity and the materiel condition code.  If the total quantity received is classified under more than 
one condition code, enter separately each partial quantity so classified, followed by the applicable 
condition code (e.g., 960A, 20F).

Block 10b - Discrepancy unit price.  Enter the unit price as billed or shown on shipping document.  (Not 
applicable to packaging discrepancies.)

Block 10c - Discrepancy total cost.  For shipping-type (item) discrepancies, enter the total value of materiel (10a 
x 10b).  For packaging deficiencies, enter the cost of corrective action.

Block 10d - Discrepancy code.  List the nature of the discrepancy by using the discrepancy codes listed on the 
face of the form.  If a condition exists that is not listed, use code 1Z and describe the discrepancy in 
block 12, Remarks.

Block 11 - Action code.  Enter requested action codes by using the codes listed on the face of the form.  If 
action is other than that covered by the listed action codes, use code 1Z.  Explain action requested 
in block 12, Remarks.  Do not use action codes 1D or 1F on reports prepared to cover shipments of 
DOD stock funded items and from GSA.  Materiel still required must be requisitioned.  Action code 
1E applies only to local purchase items.

Block 12 - Remarks.  Use supplemental data when the combination of discrepancy codes and action codes 
need clarifying, when shipping-type (item) discrepancies and packaging discrepancies need 
explanation, and when a breakout of cost to reports in terms of time and materials is required

Block 13 - Funding and accounting data.  For packaging discrepancies, enter the accounting or appropriation 
data needed by the action activity to credit the account of the reporting activity for costs involved in 
correcting the reported discrepancies (Not applicable to shipping-type discrepancies).

Block 14a - Typed or printed name, title and phone number of preparing official.  Self explanatory.  When non-
DOD action activities are involved, include both commercial and AUTOVON telephone numbers.

Block 14b - Signature.  Self-explanatory.

Block 15 - Distribution addresses for copies.  Enter other addressees receiving copies of the report
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Action activities will, upon receipt of an SF 364, immediately investigate reported discrepancies and take 
action to prevent their recurrence.  All replies are made by completing the reverse side of SF 364 as follows: 

Block 16 - From.  Enter the address of the activity preparing the reply.

Block 17 - Distribution addresses for copies.  Enter addressees to receive copies of the reply in addition to the 
addressee listed in block 18.

Block 18 - To.  Enter the address of the activity indicated in block 4 on the front side of the form.

Block 19 - Enter the action taken by responsible action office by placing an "X" in the appropriate box or boxes.

Block 20 - Enter disposition instructions by placing an "X" in the appropriate box or boxes.

Block 21 - Enter an "X" to show the reporting activity that a new requisition is required if the materiel is still 
needed.

Block 22 - Enter an "X" to show that a replacement shipment will be made and the approximate date of the 
shipment.

Block 23 - Remarks.  Enter any clarification or data necessary for a complete reply.  Enter corrective action 
taken to preclude future packaging discrepancies.

Block 24a - Typed or printed name and phone number of preparing official.  Self-explanatory.  When block 18 is 
a non-DOD activity, include both commercial and AUTOVON telephone numbers.

Block 24b - Signature.  Self-explanatory.

Block 24c - Date.  Self-explanatory.

Mailing and Time Requirements

The envelope forwarding the SF 364 should be conspicuously marked "SF 364."  The SF 364 must be 
submitted by the receiving activity within 15 calendar days of receipt of the shipment

REVIEW EXERCISES

Circle the letter of the correct answer to each question.

1. (Refer to Figure 4-4.) What information is entered in block 9a of the SF 364?

a. Shipment, billing, and receipt data.

b. The report number.

c. The NSN or part number and the nomenclature of the item.

d. The total cost of the shortage.
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2. What information is entered in block 2 of the SF 364?

a. The shipper's number.

b. The report number

c. The authority number.

d. The lot number of the item.

3. What supplemental paperwork should you prepare and submit with SF 364?

a. A disposition form (DF).

b. An endorsement.

c. A letter of transmittal

d. None; additional paperwork is not required

4. What code should you enter in block 11 of SF 364?

a. An action code.

b. A condition code.

c. The shipper's address code.

d. The routing identifier code.

5. You are to report a shipping discrepancy.  What form should you use?

a. DD Form 1384.

b. DD Form 1348-1.

c. DA Form 3151-R.

d. SF 364.

Recheck your answers to the review exercises.  When you are satisfied that you have answered every 
question to the best of your ability, check your answers against the exercise solutions.  If you missed one or more 
question, you should retake the entire lesson, paying particular attention to the areas in which your answers were 
incorrect.
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Lesson 5
PREPARE STORAGE SPACE MANAGEMENT REPORT

TASK This lesson is based on the following task from STP 9-55B34-SM-TG: 093-400-4119, 
Prepare Storage Space Management Report (DD Form 805).

OBJECTIVE When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to prepare a DD Form 805 
(Storage Space Management Report).

CONDITION You will have this subcourse book and will work without supervision.

STANDARDS You must score at least 75 on the end-of-subcourse examination that covers this lesson and 
Lessons 1 through 4 (answer 23 of the 30 questions correctly).

The efficient use of assigned storage space at an installation is the responsibility of the installation 
commander.  The Department of Defense (DOD) requires that installation commanders report, through channels, 
utilization of assigned storage space on DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).

This report provides a basis for management of storage space for purposes of allocation, assignment, and 
control through evaluation of installation, utilization, and occupancy performance and provides background 
information on which to base responses to inquiries from higher headquarters.  The report is also used to 
determine the requirement for and location of new storage facilities.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

All installations listed in Table 6-1 of AR 740-1 (Figure 5-1) are required to report all storage space at their 
installations.  Even though the installation may not be listed in AR 740-1, all installations with 50,000 gross square 
feet (GSF) or more of storage space are also required to report the storage space at their installation.

At the discretion of the Department of the Army (DA), installations with less than 50,000 GSF of covered 
storage space may also be required to report storage, should the installation be considered of significant 
importance by reason of mission assignment, location, or activity.

Storage space used for the following purposes is excluded from reporting.

 Bulk petroleum, oils, and lubricants.

 Post exchange and commissary storage space.

 Bench and back-up stocks in shops.

 Transit sheds and open areas at terminals used for cargo throughput operations.

All reports are prepared either annually (A) or semiannually (L) as indicated in the column titled Report in 
Table 6-1 of AR 740-1 (see Figure 5-1).  Annual reports are prepared as of 30 June.  Semiannual reports are 
prepared as of 30 June and 31 December.
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CONUS installations that report 'their storage space utilization annually have 14 working days after the "as 
of” date to dispatch the report to higher headquarters.  Semiannual reports required for CONUS Army Materiel 
Command (AMC) installations are dispatched according to regulatory provisions established by the Commander, 
AMC.  CONUS installations not under AMC submit their reports not later than 10 working after the “as of" date.

Overseas installations reporting annually have 15 working days after the "as of" date to dispatch the report.  
Semiannual reports are dispatched not later-than 15 workdays after the "as of” dates of 30 June and 31 
December.

Figure 5-1. Installations Required to Report Storage Space Management on DD Form 805.  
Extracted from AR 740-1, Table 6-1.
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Figure 5-1. Installations Required to Report Storage Space Management on DD Form 805.  Extracted 
from AR 740-1, Table 6-1 (Continued).
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Figure 5-1. Installations Required to Report Storage Space Management on DD Form 805.  Extracted 
from AR 740-1, Table 6-1 (Continued).
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Figure 5-1. Installations Required to Report Storage Space Management on DD Form 805.  
Extracted from AR 740-1, Table 6-1 (Continued).
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Figure 5-1. Installations Required to Report Storage Space Management on DD Form 805.  Extracted 
from AR 740-1, Table 6-1 (Continued).
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Figure 5-1. Installations Required to Report Storage Space Management on DD Form 805.  
Extracted from AR 740-1, Table 6-1 (Continued).

COMPUTING STORAGE SPACE

All entries on the DD Form 805 pertaining to storage space are made in thousands of square feet, or cubic 
feet rounded out to the nearest thousand.  All entries requiring an expression of areas in GSF are computed by 
using inside measurements between exterior walls without deductions for fire walls or other structural losses.  Use 
the overall measurements for open storage areas with no deduction for railroad tracks and permanent roads
within the area.  In the case of unimproved open areas, only the space actually occupied by stored material is 
reported.

All entries on the DD Form 805 requiring an expression of areas in cubic space capacity are computed by 
multiplying the square feet by the unobstructed stacking height permitted by safety restrictions.

PREPARATION OF DD FORM 805

Only one DD Form 805 is prepared per installation.  When an installation has an annex or subinstallation 
(geographically separated), a separate DD Form 805 is filled out at the same frequency as the parent installation.  
Subinstallations submit reports only if the 50,000 GSF criterion is met.  If a report is required, the parent 
installation is identified in the Remarks block.  Data pertaining to the subinstallation are not included in the report
submitted by the parent installation.
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All reports must balance prior to submission, and a narrative analysis accompanies each report on a 
separate sheet of paper.  Detailed instructions for preparing DD Form 805 are found in the extract of Table 6-2, 
AR 740-1 at Figure 5-2.  A blank copy of DD Form 805 is shown at Figure 5-3.  Agencies reporting annually fill out 
sections A and B.  Installations reporting semiannually complete sections A through D.

Figure 5-2. How to Complete DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).  Extracted from AR 
740-1, Table 6-2.
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Figure 5-2. How to Complete DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).  Extracted from AR 
740-1, Table 6-2.  (Continued).
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Figure 5-2. How to Complete DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).  Extracted from AR 
740-1, Table 6-2.  (Continued).
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Figure 5-2. How to Complete DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).  Extracted from AR 
740-1, Table 6-2.  (Continued).
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Figure 5-2. How to Complete DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).  Extracted from AR 
740-1, Table 6-2.  (Continued).
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Figure 5-3.  Blank Copy of DD Form 805 (Storage Space Management Report).
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REVIEW EXERCISES

Circle the letter of the correct answer to each question.

1. For which purpose listed below is DD Form 805 not used?

a. To determine the capability of certain areas to store supplies.

b. To determine the requirement for new storage facilities.

c. To determine the location of new storage facilities.

d. To determine the equipment needed to maintain ammunition items that are in storage for long periods 
of time.

2. Within how many days after the "as of" date should CONUS installations dispatch their DD Form 805 to 
higher headquarters?

a. 5 days.

b. 10 days

c. 11 days.

d. 14 days.

3. Within how many days after the "as of” date should overseas installations dispatch their DD Form 805 to 
higher headquarters?

a. 10 days.

b. 14 days.

c. 15 days.

d. 20 days.

4. How will storage space information be submitted for a subinstallation that is geographically separated 
from its parent installation?

a. On the DD Form 805 submitted by the parent installation.

b. On a separate DD Form 805.

5. When computing gross square feet, should the inside measurements between exterior walls be used?

a. Yes.

b. No.

Recheck your answers to the review exercises.  When you are satisfied that you have answered every 
question to the best of your ability, check your answers against the exercise solutions.  If you missed one or more 
questions, you should retake the entire lesson, paying particular attention to the areas in which your answers 
were incorrect.
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EXERCISE SOLUTIONS

LESSON 1

1. b (page 18)

2. a (page 9)

3. b (page 7)

4. c (page 13)

5. a (page 16)

LESSON 2

1. b (page 30 and page 37 [Figure 2-12])

2. b (page 29 and page 37 [Figure 2-12])

3. a (page 28)

4. a (page 36 [Figure 2-11] and page 37 [Figure 2-13])

5. a (page 36 [Figure 2-11] and page 37 [Figure 2-13])

LESSON 3

1. a (page 40 and page 62)

2. d (page 40)

3. b (page 62)

4. c (page 62)

5. c (page 42)

6. c (page 59)

7. c (page 40)

8. c (page 40)

9. d (page 41)

10. a (page 39)
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LESSON 4

1.  c (page 72)

2.  b (page 69)

3.  d (page 69)

4.  a (page 72)

5.  d (page 66)

LESSON 5

1.  d (page 75)

2.  d (page 76)

3.  c (page 76)

4.  b (page 81)

5.  a (page 81)
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